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Abstract-In this paper, a quantum communication routing 

protocol is designed for quantum ad hoc network. This protocol 
is on-demand routing based on EPR numbers shared by adjacent 
nodes, concerning that it is a  limited source. When quantum 
channel is established, quantum states from one quantum device 
can be teleport to another even when they do not share EPR 
pairs wirelessly. Part of information transferred by classic 
channel can be dealt with using simple logics.  In this way, the 
goal of safety communication between source and destination is 
realized, improving the weakness of ad hoc network such as 
Eavesdropping and Active attacks. In terms of time complexity, 
the mechanism transports a quantum bit in time almost the same 
as the quantum teleportation does regardless of the number of 
hops between the source and destination. 

Index Terms-EPR pair, quantum route, quantum entanglement, 
ad hoc network, quantum teleportation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In quantum mechanics, there is some kind of entangled 
relationship between two microscopic particles from same 
source, no matter how far away they are separated from each 
other, the state of a particle would immediately change 
according to another particle's change, which is called 
quantum entanglement. There is a certain degree of 
confidentiality in quantum teleportation. Based on the above 
characteristics, there is a article proposes a quantum routing 
mechanism in hierarchical network[1]. Another article designs 
a two-way secure communication protocol, which can set up 
the secure routing path from sender to receiver when they 
already share EPR pairs[3]. Communication Protocol Based on 
Classical Network Coding is also proposed[4]. 

This article introduces quantum communication 
technologies into an ad hoc network protocol to increase 
communication security[2]. In order to realize the quantum 
routing mechanism in a peer-to-peer network, first part of the 
article introduces how to build up a quantum network. The 
rest of this paper describes a routing process.  Section IV 
discussed the some of the simulation results. And Section V 
discussed  some related issues. Finally, conclusion are drawn 
in Section VI. 

II. THE MODEL OF QUANTUM AD HOC NETWORK 

Base on ordinary ad hoc network, this network assumes each 
mobile device has a quantum communication functions, 
including the capacity of holding and manipulate  EPR pairs, 
and they support classical communication at the same time. 
The scenario assumed as follows: 

 
 

Figure 1. Skeleton diagram for EPR pairs generator 
 

Therefore, a model of the ad hoc network can be simplified 
as follows: 

 
Figure 2. Model for quantum ad hoc network 

 
Connection between points represents that entangled quantum 
channel has been established between them in the figure. 
Numbers marked in the solid line are the remaining number of 
EPR pairs between the two nodes. As shown, the path from 
node 1 to node 5, we tend to choose the path1-3-4-5, since 
there is a smaller number of  the EPR pairs between node 2 and 
4. Otherwise, a path is lost after EPR pairs are consumed out. 

III. QUANTUM PROTOCOL 

A. Route establishment process 
When a node can not find an available route to a node, it 

broadcasts a RREQ message. This can happen if the 
destination is previously unknown to the node, or if a 
previously valid route to the destination expires or is broken .  

The Originator Sequence Number in the RREQ message is 
the node's own sequence number. The RREQ ID field is 



 

 

incremented by one from the last RREQ ID used by the current 
node. Each node maintains only one RREQ ID.  

When a node receives a RREQ, it first checks to determine 
whether it has received a RREQ with the same Originator IP 
Address and RREQ ID within at least the last 
PATH_TRAVERSAL_TIME milliseconds. If such a RREQ 
has been received, the node discards the received RREQ[1]. 

In quantum communication, we need to adopt the path of 
more EPR pairs, so weights will be modified: First, we take the 
reciprocal of the remaining number of EPR pairs to replace the 
path length as a measure of algorithms. Consider this, a 
transfer between two nodes will the consume the least EPR 
pairs. In consideration of the fairness of each node, if adjacent 
nodes has a high number of EPR pairs, an nodes with few 
remaining EPR pairs may be picked , this design is incomplete. 

Therefore, redo some processing on the weight case: the 
weight can be reset as 

α/1n ( n  represent the number of 
remaining EPR, α > 1) In addition, the number 1 is special in 
inverse proportion, so if a node keeps only one EPR pair, its 
adjacent nodes automatically set its own weight to, but when 
the node itself need to communicate, it assumes the channel 
exists. Then normalized EPR numbers are used, and each 
received valid message will be recorded and compared of the 
EPR numbers. 

After EPR number is processed, the node will record the 
source node IP address of the reverse routing. If necessary, this 
route will be created, or update according to the serial number 
of the source node in the RREQ message. The initiating node 
serial number in RREQ message will be used to compare with 
the corresponding destination node serial number in the reverse 
routing table, if bigger than that in the table, it will be added 
into the routing table. Entry "Normalized EPR number " in 
reverse route table is added directly from the RREQ message. 
Then the node further forwarded this RREQ message to other 
neighbors. 

After a certain period of time, if an intermediate node 
received a second RREQ message from a different path, it 
compares the source node serial number first, found serial 
number is same to that in the table, further examine if the new 
path correspond to more EPR pairs number, then update the 
reverse routing in routing table, and change the "Normalized 
EPR number", then once again forwarded the message to other 
neighbors. 

When destination node finally generates a RREP message, it 
propagates along the reverse route. The prior established 
quantum channel is usually a classical less hops or shorter 
distance path. The rest of the RREQ message reach the 
destination node one after another will be checked about the 
serial number and EPR number. If the RREP is enough fresh,  
compare remaining EPR pairs number, if more than the 
existing line, namely it corresponds to a smaller "Normalized 
EPR number ", destination note will broadcasts new RREP of 
the same serial number to its neighbor node, informing that 
there is a better path. Since time delay is limited, before the 
optimal path is found, messages can transmitted through earlier 

paths. When better path is found, source node received the 
RREQ message again, then a new quantum channel is 
established. Source node will take the new quantum channel.  

B.   Routing example 

 
Figure 3. Route discovery process 

 
The routing process is as follows: 

1) Node 1 wants to communicate with node 8, first generate 
a RREQ message. And the serial number is set to 1. 

2) Neighbor nodes 2, 3 received the RREQ, generate the 
reverse routing tables to record a path to the source node, then 
add remaining EPR numbers on the "Normalized EPR number 
", record the sequence number as 1. Node 2 forwards the 
RREQ message to node 4 (EPR normalized number = 1/5). 
Node 3 forwards the RREQ message to node 4 (EPR 
normalized number = 1/8). 

3) Node 4 receives two RREQ message, assuming that first 
received the message from node 2, it repeats the previous 
process: generate reverse routing table, record the path to node 
2, then add the reciprocal of remaining EPR number to 
"Normalized EPR number ", record the serial number 1. Then 
the RREQ is forwarded to node 5. At this time the node 
received a message from node 3. It compares the serial 
number, found the serial number is same, so further compare 
the "Normalized EPR number ", found that there remains 
more EPR pairs in the path from nodes 3 (EPR normalized 
quantity = 1/8 +1 / 9 <1/5 +1 / 2), then forwards a new RREQ 
message to the downstream node, and change upstream path 
node in reverse routing table to node 3. Node 3 will also sent 
the RREQ message from node 1 to node 7. (EPR normalized 
quantity = 1/8 +1 / 2) 

4) Node 5 twice received the RREQ message from node 4, 
the remaining amount in the second EPR records is more 
(EPR normalized quantity = 1/8 +1 / 8 +1 / 5), node 5 also 
update its routing table, sent a new RREQ message to the 
neighbor node 6. Node 8 also received the RREQ from node 7, 
then find out that the destination IP address in message 
matches its own IP address, prepare to send a RREP message 
to node 7. 

5) Node 8 reply a RREP message along the prior                   
arrival path.. In each hop, the node verifies the serial number 
first, and then record the positive route. The source node find 
the sequence number in RREP message sequence number 
meet that pre-issued serial number of the destination node set 
in RREQ message, so the path is set up.  

Node 8 will receive two other RREQ messages from path 5-
6-8, the destination node find that new message have the same 
serial number, but there are less  remaining EPR pairs. Node 8 



 

 

will send a new RREP message to the source node along the 
new reverse route. If there is other RREQ message through a 
different path to node 8, but the remaining EPR pairs did not 
outnumber the previous one, the message will not be 
processed. 

6) Node 8 sends a new RREP message.     
The first RREQ choose the path   8-6-5-4-2-1. 
The second RREQ choose the path 8-6-5-4-3-1. 
Source node already communicate with node 8 in other path , 

but after it received RREP message from node 2, found the 
serial number is same while the path is better, source node 
choose the new paths.  
 
C.   Communication example 

There are two communication cases: 
1) Case of Quantum Relay  

 

     

Figure 4. Model for Quantum Relay 
 

The optimal path is 1-3-4-5-6-8, in the quantum relay 
scheme, communication process between node 1 and 8 should 
be as follow: 

A qubit 0 can be symbolized in the form of   

                     00 1|0|| >+>>= bay                           (1)                                                              

Node 1 hope to sent  the quantum state  >y| to  node 8. 
And the shared entanglement between node 1 and node 3 is : 

               )0|1|1|0(|2/1| 313113 >>−>>=>φ              (2)                
The statement of 3 qubits is shown as follows: 

130130 ||| >⊗>=> φϕ y  
)0|1|1|0(|2/1)1|0|( 313100 >>−>>⊗>+>= ba      

310310 1|0|1|1|0|0|(2/1 >>>+>>>= ba                                  

)0|1|1|0|1|0| 310310 >>>−>>>− ba  
)0|1|0|1|0|0(|2/ 310310 >>>−>>>= a      

  )0|1|1|1|0|1(|2/ 310310 >>>−>>>+ b             (3)                        
  In order to complete quantum teleportation, node 1 must 

measure qubit 1 and 3. Thus, the wave function of the three 
particle system can be expressed as: 

)1|0|([|2/1| 3310130 >−>−>=> − baθϕ  
)1|0|(| 3310 >+>−>+ + baθ  
)0|1|(| 3310 >+>>+ − baφ  

                   )]0|1|(| 3310 >−>>+ + baφ                (4)                                    

Node 1 uses the analyzer that can identify Bell base to 
measure qubit 1 and  EPR qubit 0 together, and then transport 
measurement result to node 3. 

Node 3 accordingly implement unitary transformation on 
qubit 3 correspond to  the results, so as to achieve the quantum 
teleportation. 

So that the information is transmitted from node 1 to node 3, 
and similarly in turn transmitted to the destination node 8. 

As can be seen, the shortcoming of quantum relay plan is: 
the target qubit is transmitted through  intermediate nodes, 
which results in the lack of security and confidentiality. In 
addition, the time it requires of data transfer is proportional to 
the number of routing hops. In order to overcome the above 
drawbacks, EPR-pair bridging program is proposed. 

( 
   2) Case of  EPR-Pair Bridging 

 

 
Figure 5. Model for  RPR-pair Bridging 

 
The optimal path is 1-3-4-5-6-8. 
Quantum circuit makes quantum teleportation and 

measurement transmission of classical information be parallel, 
which is equivalent to  transmit results for once. 

The Quantum circuit is as below[1]: 

 

Figure 6. Quantum circuit for RPR-pair Bridging 
 

Node 1 make >y| serve as the control bit of the NAND 
gate control terminal to act on the EPR pair shared by node 1 
and node 3. Then H gate is applied on >y| and this 
measurement result is transmitted to  XOR logic before Z gate 
of destination node. The other measurement result of  EPR 
pairs is sent to  XOR logic before X gate. 

Node 3 make the EPR-pair shared with node 1 serve as the 
control bit of the NAND gate control terminal to act on the 



 

 

EPR pair shared by node 3 and node destination node. Then 
make H-transform on the first EPR pair shared with node 1, 
send the measurement results to the Z gate XOR logic of 
destination node 8, and the other EPR pair measurement result 
to the X gate XOR logic of the destination node. 

Then destination node exclusive XOR processing on 
measurement results transferred through classical channel, and 
send then into the quantum gates. 

Finally, the EPR pair that destination node 8 shared with 
node 6 transformed into >y| through X gate and Z 
gate ,which realizes the secure communications between two 
nodes that do not  share EPR-pairs directly. 

IV. SIMULATION 

Assume there are 8 nodes in a communication net. Source 
node and  destination node are generated randomly. Different 
length of destination and  different numbers of EPR pairs are 
distributed  to each nodes. 

 

 
Figure 7. Model for  network 

 
   Numbers in Matrix C shows  length of destination 

between nodes. Then source node is node 4 and destination 
node  is node 7. All the routes from node 4 to node 7 should 
be found out. EPR pairs [2 4 5 2 1 6 3 7]. 

 

Figure 8. Transpose for result matrix 
 

When element is -1,it means destination is found out. And 
when element is greater than 10, it means following elements 
are belong to another upstream node. There are 4 paths 
together. Path discovery order is according to distance 
between nodes: 4-5-7, 4-6-8-7,4-3-8-7,4-5-6-8-7. 

Then first path to be found out is 4-5-7. Time is 
2*(6km+6km)/c. At first communication is using this path. 

Traditional routing protocol  will always use this path.While 
quantum protocol will take EPR numbers into concern. So the 
final path is 4-6-8-7. 

V. DISCUSSION 
 

When quantum channel is established, messages can be 
transmitted through the new path. There are usually two ways 
to teleport a quantum state from one quantum device to 
another that do not share EPR pairs wirelessly.  

Due to space constraints, the route maintenance mechanism 
is not completely explained. And we can further consider to 
add the quantum communication technology to Routing 
Protocol contents. In addition, random routing on multistage 
interconnection networks can also be taken into concern[5]. 
The  security and credibility of the intermediate nodes shall 
also be concerned, since teleportation through a long path rely 
much on the path[6].The concept of control qubits is a new 
idea[7]. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

This paper introduced quantum communication technology 
into Ad hoc network to improve its security of 
communication, Then proposed a quantum routing 
mechanism in peer-to-peer network, which enables a quantum 
mobile device to teleport a quantum state to a remote site 
even if they do not share EPR pairs mutually. In terms of the 
time complexity, the time that quantum network takes to 
teleport a quantum state is independent of the number of 
routing hops. Among the route protocol, remaining EPR pair 
number is also taken into concern since EPR pairs is a limited 
source.  
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